The House of Commons
But I should agree that, especially for members on the
Government side of the House, it is not an adequate field
for an active-minded man* The problem, I therefore
suggest, is to enlarge that field without treading on the
essential right of Government to initiate legislation. This
can, I believe, be done without any such invasion if we
once assume that the real function of the House is to
watch the process of administration as the safeguard of
the private citizen. In the proper scrutiny of delegated
legislation, in the improvement by analysis, by criticism,
by suggestion, of departmental work, in Ae enlargement of
the place of the Select Committee of enquiry, in our system,
there is a wide range of service awaiting the private member
of which we do not, in the present organization of the
House, take anything like full advantage* I shall try later
to discuss the methods by which this might be done.
But it must be emphasized that such an enlargement
ought not to interfere with the Cabinet's control of the
main stream of parliamentary activity. Coherence of
policy would at once be lost and with it the ability to
pkce responsibility where it truly should lie. Indeed, it
may be fairly said that the real success of our system lies
precisely in the exact allocation of responsibility that it
makes possible. It is an immense advantage always to
know who is to blame when something goes wrong. Any-
one who compares the American system with ours can
see at once that this is the case. It is usually unfair to
blame the President for he could not get just the bill he
wanted; he had to placate this interest and that, not
seldom in a secret way that public opinion cannot ade-
quately explore. It is not always fair to blame the Con-
gress; it ceases, under the separation of powers, to remain
a legislature if it accepts .the position of the President's
creature. Once the power of the Cabinet over die private
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